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The method of calculating the wave and friction resistance of different ship hull forms by using analytical 
hull grid surface have been described in this paper. The analytical grid is a set of frames and waterlines of the ship 
hull, which are described by the equation of ship versiera. The comparisons of calculated wave resistance with 
experimental data have been made for Todd’s series 60 model and for the river vessels «Sevan» and «Rodina». The 
calculated friction resistance has been compared with the calculated friction resistance obtained by using a friction 
extrapolator for all these vessels and also for the analytical Weinblum – 1100 model. The comparisons of the cal-
culations with experimental data has confi rmed the possibility of using these worked out methods in the practice of 
designing displacement vessels.
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The wave and friction resistance calcula-
tions methods, which are the main part of the 
total resistance of a moving ship, have been 
developed. The wave resistance is defi ned by 
using Michell’s integral and the friction resist-
ance is calculated by using the integral relation 
for curved surfaces. All these calculations give 
the possibility to take into account the hull form 
infl uence upon its resistance. The vortex resist-
ance, having connected with the bow, shock, 
and breaking waves, also with the boundary 
layer separation, still can not be calculated.

So, the carried out research has shown that 
on those Froude numbers, on which the wave 
resistance is the main part of the residual re-
sistance, it is possible to use the main part of 
Michell’s integral for its defi nition [1]. It is 
necessary to take into account that Michell’s 
integral defi nes only the resistance, which is 
tied to the bow and stern Kelvin waves sys-
tems, because Michell found his solution to 
ideal fl uid.

For the practical calculation of wave resist-
ance a special form of Michell’s integral [2] on 
an analytical grid theoretical drawing is used. 
What we have called the analytical grid, are 
ship lines, the equations of which have been 
described by the ship versiera equation.

To calculate the friction resistance of the 
given hull shape the integral relation is used, 
specially obtained for curved surfaces [3] and 
the analytical grid too.

Analytical grid 
In the general case, it is quite impossible 

to obtain the equation of the given ship hull 
surface, however it is quite necessary to have 
not only the ordinates of each point of the 
hull surface, but the derivatives in them for 
the computing of wave resistance and friction 
resistance. To solve such tasks it is necessary 
to describe the frames and waterlines by equa-
tions, in order to use an analytical grid instead 
of the surface equation 

So, we use the graphic representations in 
the EXCEL program and the calculations in the 
FORTRAN program for obtaining the analyti-
cal grid of the theoretical drawing. The water-
lines and the frames are built by the offset in 
the EXCEL program, as it has been shown in 
Fig. 1. They are obtained coordinated, because 
the frames and the waterlines are intersected at 
the same points of the surface. So, by using the 
FORTRAN program, we have each frame and 
each waterline approximated by the ship versi-
era equation.

  (1)

The approximation and, consequently, the 
coordinating can be obtained with the desired 
and the given accuracy. The accuracy is de-
fi ned by the ordinates and by the drawing, as 
all, even the insignifi cant irregularities are seen 
on the drawings in the EXCEL program. 

The ship versiera (1) are calculated by 
the least squares method. The analytical grid, 
which is built by the approximated frames 
and the waterlines is shown in Fig. 1 (here the 
true proportions are not practically observed). 
Thus, the approximation process is the most 
laborious part of the computations. The ini-
tial and the approximated frames of the vessel 
«Rodina» are shown in Fig. 2. As the presented 

lines are being merged together, the calculated 
curves are marked by the dots.

Calculation of the wave resistance of ships
The special form of Michell’s integral with 

the separation of the main (nonoscillatory) part 
and the part, which refl ects the bow and stern 
Kelvin waves systems interaction, has been 
described in the paper [2]. The calculations by 
using this form can be easily carried out, when 
the hull surface equation is given analytically 
in the form of y = f1(x)·f2(z), but for a ship’s 
hull theoretical drawing given by offsets it is 
required to work out a special algorithm. 

It is possible to carry out only if we know 
the higher-order derivatives in the waterlines’ 
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ends. However we had to carry out a number 
of the preliminary researches. We had to fi nd 
out the minimum number of frames and water-
lines, for which the necessary accuracy can be 

reached. In addition, it was quite necessary to 
decide the question on the derivatives’ highest 
order, having being entered into the Michell’s 
integral computation. 

Fig. 1. Bony plans under the main waterline of Todd’s model is EXCEL

Fig. 2. Comparison of the calculated and original frames

The fact is that the waterlines’ equation 
is given in implicit form (1). In this case, it is 
possible to obtain any order’s derivatives up to 
infi nity. To fi nd the suffi cient order of deriva-
tives for accurate calculation we have carried 
out the calculation taking into account the de-

rivatives from the 8th to the 16th order. So, has 
been found, that it is quite suffi cient to perform 
the calculations with derivatives up to the 16th 
order. 

The second challenge is connected to inte-
gration with respect to z, as the calculation is 
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carried out by using the analytical grid instead 
the equation. 

In this case, we had to perform the integra-
tion over the whole hull’s surface by the spe-
cial formula, received after its integration by 
the parts.

To check the precision of the calcula-
tion the experimental curves of three differ-
ent models have been used: Todd’s models 

of the 60th series and the two models of the 
river vessels «Sevan» and «Rodina». The ex-
perimental curves of the wave and the residual 
resistance of Todd’s model have been obtained 
in different years and in different towing tanks 
of the world [4].The experimental data of the 
river vessels has been obtained in the GIEWT 
tank [5]. Thus, the calculated and experimental 
curves are shown in Fig. 3, 4 and 5. 

Fig. 3. Calculated and experimental coeffi cients of the wave and the residual resistance of Todd’s model

Fig. 4. Calculated and experimental coeffi cients of the wave resistance of model «Sevan»

Fig. 5. Calculated and experimental of the wave resistance coeffi cients of model «Rodina»

One can see in Fig. 3 that the calculated 
and experimental wave resistance curves coin-
cide up to the 0,22 Froude number, but at the 
higher Froude numbers – it approaches residu-
al resistance curves. This is due to the fact that 
the wave resistance is low at the small Froude 
numbers, but it is the main part of the residual 
resistance at the higher Froude numbers. 

It is seen from these curves that this meth-
od of wave resistance calculation can be used 
in the designing process of a theoretical draw-
ing of any displacement ships.

Calculation of friction resistance
The friction drag design of the vessels’ dis-

placement tons is usually defi ned by the fric-
tion extrapolators with suffi cient accuracy. But 
in this case, the calculations are fulfi lled only 
on the wetted surface area, the hull shape is not 
taken into consideration.

If the friction resistance is defi ned by the in-
tegral relation, then the hull form is taken into 
account, and there is the possibility to trace the 
tangential stresses distribution on the wetted sur-
face, and we can even defi ne the location of the 
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boundary layer separation. The development of 
the integral relation for the ship hull shape is giv-
en in the book [3], therefore here is not shown.

The needed velocity fi eld is fulfi lled by us-
ing the Hess – Smith program. In this case the 
velocity fi eld is computed on the whole under-
water part with the exception of the fl at bottom. 
Therefore the calculated resistance of Todd’s 
and «Rodina» models is equal to the sum of the 
resistance of curvilinear hull sides and the re-
sistance of a fl at bottom, which is defi ned with 
help of a friction extrapolator. 

The Weinblum 1100 model’s hull form is 
symmetrical about the midsection, and is slen-
derer to the aft and stern ends. This model does 
not have a fl at bottom. The Weinblum model’s 
hull surface has been described by an equa-
tion, therefore one has a possibility to check 
the validity of this suggested method for the 
calculation of friction resistance by the integral 
relation using this model. The comparison of 
the results of the calculations obtained by the 
integral relation and by the friction extrapola-
tor are given in Fig. 6 and 7.

Fig. 6. Friction resistance curves obtained by extrapolator and by the integral relation of Todd’s model 
and of river vessel «Rodina»

Fig. 7. Friction resistance curves obtained by extrapolator and by the integral relation 
of Weinblum’s 1100 model

Conclusions
The methods of the calculation of wave 

and friction resistance for the displacement 
ships, the theoretical drawing of which is 
given by the offset sheets, have been devel-
oped. Such calculations permit to evaluate the 
ship hull resistance at all the designing stages 
without labour-consuming and expensive 
towing tests. So, this method distinguished 
that all the design stages are quite available 
for performing them in the design process of 
the theoretical drawing in the ship-designing 
department. 

To fulfi ll the calculations of resistance the 
method of the analytical grid of hull shapes 
practically substituting the equation of surface 
hull, which cannot be obtained for any ship 
hull form has been developed.

The analytical grid allows us to receive or-
dinates of a theoretical drawing and derivatives 
of any order in each point of its surface, that 
opens possibilities not only for given calcula-
tions, but also for various research in the fi eld 
of ship hydrodynamics.

It should be noted that the used ship’s ver-
siera’s signifi cance for the approximation of 
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the thoretical drawing cross section. There is 
no other curve, which can allow with such ac-
curacy to approximate the lines of hull surface. 
The approximation could not be carried out 
with the required and the given accuracy with-
out this curve, and, consequently, the present 
calculations could not be performed.

It is necessary to mark also the large pos-
sibilities of EXCEL, permitting us to receive 
the table of ordinates of sections of a theoretical 
drawing. The possibility to transpose in EXCEL 
a matrix of data and approximated data consid-
erably facilitates labour-consuming work of ap-
proximation and coordination of a lines draw-
ing. These possibilities considerably reduce the 
colossal work of deriving an analytical grid with 
a great many frames and waterlines.
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